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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

1. Civilian Labor Force - the number of persons 16 years and older, defined as employed
or unemployed, excluding members of the Armed Forces.

2. Employed - those persons who work for pay or profit during a week or, as unpaid

family workers, work 15 hours or more during a week. Also Included as employed are

those who, although not working, had some job attachment and were not looking for

work, including persons temporarily absent from a job due to illness, bad weather,
vacation, or labor-management dispute, whether or not they were in a pay status

during their time off.

3. Unemployment - the number of persons who, for an entire week, did not work at all,

were able to work and available for work, and (1) were looking for work or (2)

would have looked for work except that (a) they were waiting to return to a job

from which they had been laid off, or (b) they were waiting to report to a new wage
and salary job scheduled to start within the following 30 days (and were not in

school during the week).

4. Unemployment Rate - the number of unemployed expressed as a percent of the civilian
labor force.

5. Residence Data - a count of employment by where people live .

6. Establishment Data - a count of employment by where people work .

7. Seasonally Adjusted Labor Force Series - to facilitate the evaluation of the labor
force, recurrent yearly movements have been isolated and removed by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics seasonal factor method.

8. Composite Index - an aggregate of six leading indicators. The indicators used arei
Manufacturing - Employment, Average Weekly Hours, total Accessions and Layoffs;
Average Weekly Initial Claims; and statewide Building Permits. A reverse trend was
used for Layoffs and Average Weekly Initial Claims. This composite index is in no

manner or form comparable to the United States composite index as published in

"Business Conditions Digest", U. S. Department of Commerce.

9. Real Spendable Average Weekly Earnings of Private Nonagri cultural Production Workers -

represents the earnings of a hypothetical individual after deductions for State
Income, Federal Income and Social Security taxes, and adjustment for change in pur-

chasing power since 1967. This individual is assumed to be sole support for a family
of four, earn the average weekly gross earnings of production workers in Montana's
private nonagri cultural industries, and take standard deductions on State and Federal

income taxes. Taxes were computed using standard tax tables, and purchasing power
was adjusted by deflating Spendable Earnings based on the national Consumer Price Index.

10. WIN - Work Incentive Program for Aid to Dependent Children recipients.

11. CETA - Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1974.

12. CETA-CEP - Concentrated Employment Program funded under the Comprehensive Employment
and Training Act.

13. SMSA - Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area as determined by Office of Management
and Budget. Must have a central city with population of 50,000 or more.

14. LMA - Labor Market Area as determined by the Montana Employment Security Division
consists of a central city or cities with population of less than 50,000, and the

economically integrated geographical area surrounding it.
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STATEWIDE HIGHLIGHTS

N T A N A

intolerable
derivative
sectors of

In terms of the employment situation and the
general economic outlook, Montana, early in 1978,
remained on a seasonal course of restrained
activity. While there are variations in the com-
position of the economic base from east to west
within the State, one common influence exists -

the weather. The lumber and wood products, con-
struction, and agricultural industries all face
the same limitations of Montana's climate.
Particularly during the winter months, as evidenced
by peak unemployment rates, these segments of the
economy must gear down because of virtually

working conditions. Other industries are not directly concerned, yet the
effects of the general slowdown of out-door activities spill over into all

the economy.

During this dormant stage of the year, the insufficiency of relevant economic data makes
it difficult to analyze the potential for further growth this spring. Nonetheless,
indications from manufacturing are that this potential is real. The average work week
continues to hover at near record levels, while layoffs and new hires have been stable.
Even employment has not decreased as much as could be expected in light of activities in

lumber and wood products, and in primary smelting.

Another positive note is the behavior of the real spendable earnings index in recent
months. The latest computations place average weekly real spendable wages at $95.44.

This is the highest index value on record. There is some upward pressure on the index at

this time of the year because lower paid workers are the first personnel subject to lay-
offs; however, the basic underlying trend continues to be positive regardless of any

atypical influences. These increases should help maintain spending momentum until the
economy heats up in early spring.

On the whole, the economy is functioning as expected and no signs of an economic downturn
have been isolated. The feeling here as well as nationally is that the construction
industry should enjoy at least one more good year, and there exists an equally favorable
outlook in manufacturing. In addition, while the need for conservation of energy remains,

the crisis in hydroelectric power and its detrimental effects on the economy have some-
what dissipated.

The only negative factor in the economic future is the persisting uncertainty in agri-

culture. Any relief there would surely aid further improvements in the economy. The
effects on employment levels would be minimal, but any increases in farm receipts would
have a directly positive influence on personal income levels, providing more spending
support for expansion in all sectors of the econoiny.



GREAT FALLS SMSA (Cascade County )

Employment and Unemployment Situation :

In January, the unemployment situation took a negative turn, as

the number of unemployed advanced 500 from December, which brought
the total to 2,600. The jobless rate hit 7.5%, rising noticeably
from December's 6% rate. In contrast, however, 8% of the
civilian labor pool was out of work during January a year ago.

In terms of the ranks of the employed, January's level fell 700

from last month, to 31,700 persons. This is largely a normal
seasonal occurrence. In fact, January's level is 2,100 above
the total for January 1977, representing a 7.1% yearly increase.

The Great Falls Job Service office reported a noticeable jump
in new and additional claims from workers in the construction,
manufacturing and trade industries.

Economic Highlights and Employment Outlook :

In terms of economic activity, January has historically been a slow month in Great Falls
and the State as a whole. The agriculture, construction, and other outdoor related
industries reach their lowest ebb, as snow and cold weather force shutdowns of outdoor
projects. This was reflected in January's unemployment insurance claim statistics, as

a flood of new and additional claims were filed from workers in these categories. At the
same time, the area's important retail sector also generally enters a slack period,
with this year being no exception. Often spending two to three months discretionary
income on holiday purchases, many consumers simply do not have the available funds to
spur sales in January. Also, many potential consumers forego buying of goods and services
during the early months of a new year, in anticipation of further tax liabilities.
However, this point is often mitigated by the fact that some purchases are made by those
expecting tax refunds. These factors have a combined negative affect on the local
economy through reduced cash receipts from the business comnunity.

The labor market is also hurt due to layoffs and a reduction in hours worked, which in

turn causes an impeded flow of personal income. This should by no means be interpreted
as a sway from the upward economic movements of 1978, but rather as a normal cooling off
period for the economy. Also this analysis is not intended to portray the complete shut-
down of outdoor related work. Some construction projects are at the stage where inside
work can be accomplished despite severe weather conditions, and a certain number of
ranch labor must be maintained to help with winter feeding activities.

The area did receive some bad news during the past month, in that it was announced that
Malmstrom Air Force Base would have to cut back 54 civilian jobs by April 1. Of this
number, 30 employees will be actually laid off, with the other 24 positions being
eliminated through normal attrition. Being a primary industry in the Great Falls commun-
ity, derived negative effects will likely be experienced.

As an addition to last month's annual recap issue, it should be also stated that the 1977
valuation of building permits issued by the city of Great Falls rose $5.5 million over
1976 figures.



BILLINGS SMSA (Yellowstone County )

Employment and Unemployment Situation :

The Billings SMSA boasted a civilian labor force totaling
50,700 persons for January. This compares with a total of
49,300 persons for the same month one year ago. On an annual
basis, this represents an increase of only 2.8%, not remark-
able in comparison with trends set during the past years for
this fast growing area. However, one month's data are far
from enough to establish any trend for 1978.

After hovering around 4.2% for the past several months, the

rate of unemployment rose to 5.8% in January. However, when
the effects of seasonality are taken out, January's rate
appears positive - 4.1% compared with 4.5% for December.

Economic Highlights and Employment Outlook :

Primary economic activity in Billings centered around the retail sector during January,
as most retailers offered inventory clearance sales, following an excellent holiday sales

period. New competing establishments continue to enter the local market, and in an area
where the retail industry employs one out of every four workers, expansion has far

reaching effects on employment levels.

In January the construction sector moved into its most inactive period, with the city
issuing only 47 permits for the month, at a valuation of about $1.25 million. This
closely follows last year's trend, when 50 building permits were issued at a value of
$1.15 million. The major project for the month was a conmunity center for the city at
an estimated cost of $376,000. In the residential sector, permits were issued for 25

single family homes and two duplexes. Although this does not represent a flood of new
construction activity, it is normal for January. Last month, December, was more active
with total permit valuation of $2.8 million. Major projects included a $180,000 fast
food restaurant; a new $520,000 motel with an expected completion date in July; a

34,000 square feet freezer facility for a local wholesale food distributer firm at a

cost of $926,000; and a new $148,000 body shop for an area automotive dealer.

If January's statistics provide an indication of the trend for 1978, business formations
appear positive. A total of 66 new firms entered the SMSA in January. If annualized,
this pace could generate an increase over 1977 's record total.

In general, economic activity is now at a low point in this area. A heavier-than-normal
snowfall has prevented work on many new outside projects, and has also discouraged traffic
to retail centers.



ANACONDA - BUHE LMA

Economic Highlights and Employment Outlook :

This area received more bad news in late December, with the
announcement of the closure of Arbiter plant in Anaconda. A

total of 190 workers will be affected when the gradual shutdown
is completed. At this time only about 30 maintenance crew workers
are still employed. This in turn affected the leach and precip-
itator operations in Butte, where 80 workers were also laid off.

Because of poor market conditions for copper and the resultant
low prices, this layoff had been feared for several months. This
can only be described as gloomy news in an area with an already
over-supplied labor market, especially for skilled trades
workers. The only short-term help could come from possible
federal assistance under the 1974 Trade Readjustment Act. If

granted, this would provide either supplemental unemployment
compensation, aid assisted training or relocation assistance.

Anaconda residents had barely received this information, when a spokesman for the area

smelter announced that the smelter operation will be shut down during May and June. Only

a small number of maintenance and specialty workers will be working during the shutdown
period. The economic impact of this temporary closure will undoubtedly trigger effects

in other industries, particularly trade, finance, and services.

BOZEMAN LMA

$235,000.

Economic Highlights and Employment Outlook :

Unlike many areas in the State, January's severe weather conditions
did not create all negative effects on the Bozeman economy. With two
major ski recreation areas and a snowmobiling center, (West Yellowstone)
within its borders, some additional jobs and outside dollars are pro-

vided to the area, especially during holiday periods. This past month
proved to be a particularly profitable period with the more than
adequate snowfall. However, the motel, gasoline, restaurant and other
service oriented industries derive the majority of the benefits. Mean-
while, the construction, logging, and other outside oriented industries
still suffer the plight of the cold weather and heavy snow.

In December, 23 building permits were issued in the city of Bozeman at

a valuation exceeding $1,5 million. Highlighting December's action was
a contract for a new Senior Citizen social center at an expected cost
of $500,594, Also issued during the month were permits for two four-
plexes and one tri-plex apartment and new office building valued at

During the past year, we have mentioned the problems currently facing Montana's lumber and

wood industry. That is, with higher stumpage prices and dwindling supplies of available
Forest Service timber, Montana firms have found it increasingly difficult to obtain enough
lumber produced at competitive prices. This problem was evident at a recent Forest Service
auction. Mill owners from Livingston, Belgrade, Townsend and Dillon scrambled for the
timber, paying five times the estimated value of the raw products, And with this com-
petitive atmosphere, a mill in Livingston and in Belgrade have reported that they are short
the inventory needed to profitably run their operations.



GLASGOW LMA

Econom'c Highl ights and Ennloynent Outlook :

Although present conditions in the area are
indicative of a winter downturn, the prospects
for economic expansion this spring are greater
here than in most areas of State. The nain
thrust for this optimistic viewpoint is the
redevelopment of the U.S. Air Force facilities
in Glasgow. While much of the program remains
in the planning stages, the potential for
growth that this opportunity provides should
help revitalize the area's economy. In 1968

following the closure of the federal complex, population in the area decreased by over
50%. The impact on the local economy was reflected in rising unemployment rates and
the general contraction of business activity. Now it seems reasonable that with the
support of the local citizenry, this latest venture will end successfully. At present,

a job skill education center and a state alcholic treatment complex occupy space in

the industrial park, and other firms are conducting feasibility studies. It is hoped
that in the near future light manufacturing can be attracted to the area and further
broaden the economic base of the industrial facility.

GLEIiDIVE LMA

than force some ranchers into an even

Economic Highlights and Employment Ou tlook:

The weather upstaged other controlling factors
in the area's economy during February. In the

face of the worst blizzard conditions in many
years, businesses virtually shut their doors

in some towns as the main concern became the

general public safety. In the agricultural
sector the weather was equally unwelcome.
After another year of depressed prices and

escalating costs, livestock losses due to fri-
gid temperatures and snow can do nothing less

more tenuous financial position.

Another major influence on economic conditions in the Sidney area was the completion of
sugar beet processing. Over 200 layoffs are expected this month resulting in a size-
able jump in the unemployment rate for flarch. Although this occurrence does adversely
affect area businesses, it is by no means an unexpected event. The beet industry is

highly seasonal and most v/orkers are prepared to seek employment in other areas.

Despite the negative aspects of recent economic activity, this labor market area remains

one of the most stable in terms of employment. On occasion atypical events create
temporary problems, but on the whole the area maintains an active and sound economy.



HARDIN-RED LODGE LMA

Economic Highlights and Employment Outlook:

The Hardin-Red Lodge LMA has begun the new year on
generally solid footing, with tentative plans announced
for the reopening of a coal mine near Red Lodge. With
approval from State officials, the mine is expected to be
open by early summer and could provide up to thirty jobs
for local people. If approval is received and the
project gets underway, derivative economic factors could
be yet another boost for the area's economy.

New businesses in the area also offer good economic news. Thirteen new firms were established

in the LMA during January, compared with eight in the previous month, and only five in

January 1977.

Overall employment prospects for area job-seekers should improve with the recent opening of
a Montana Job Service sub-office in Hardin. The facility will deal with job placement and
job training, while unemployment insurance assistance will continue to be handled through
the Billings local office.

HAVRE LMA

Economic Highlights and Employment Outlook:

The economic scene in this area continues to reflect the deep
freeze of winter. Nearly every form of industry in the region is

experiencing an ongoing curtailment of work activity due to the
severity of current conditions; trade and service establishments
appear to be the only major sources of economic sustenance.
Reports from the local Job Service office in Havre tend to support
this conclusion, registering most of the recent unemployment
claims activity from construction, mining, and government workers.

New business formations, one indicator of economic activity, also seemed to show a slumping
posture in January. Twelve new firms were registered for the month, compared with seventeen
during December. On the bright side, however, January's figure was slightly better than
the eight new firms recorded in January 1977.



HELENA LMA

Economic Highlights and Employment Outlook:

Following typical statewide winter trends, the Helena labor area is

currently experiencing the year's greatest period of dormancy in virtually

every economic category. There has been some recent need for individuals

in professional and technical positions; however, reports indicate a

high level in unemployment claims volume at the local Job Service office,

and generally low rates of hiring in the business community.

Two isolated projects which are presently ongoing are completion of

the new Federal building and the airport terminal. Work on the Federal

offices has been sporadic in recent months, with a variety of project

interruptions taking place. In recent weeks tradesmen have gone back to

work on the structure after being idled due to a lack of funds for pay-

ment, and completion is hoped for in the near future.

Although slowed by poor conditions recently, the latter project continues also. Latest

reports indicate that work is progressing well on the airport terminal, and that completion

is anticipated by late summer.

In the agricultural sector, area ranchers are experiencing some difficulties in feeding their

livestock. An abundance of snow has hampered this vital winter process, and some employment

has become available as needed, for stock feeders. In some c'rcles, preliminary expectations

are for a strong employment year in agriculture.

The number of new businesses in the LMA is twenty-five for the month of January. This is

a solid improvement over the fifteen firms recorded for the same month in 1977. Again,

though, the effects of winter are highlighted by a decline in business formation from last

month's level.

KALISPELL LMA
Economic Highlights and Employment Outlook:

Economic conditions throughout this region have shown very little

change during the past few weeks. The lumber and wood products
sector of industry dominates the area, and working conditions for
loggers in particular are often prohibitive at this time of year.
Construction, too, is a very important economic force, and the severity
of winter has effectively reduced any substantial progress in the LMA.

These observations are borne out by local Job Service offices which
report a preponderance of unemployment insurance claims arising from
the lumber and construction industries.

At the present time, thoughts seem to be turning to Spring and Summer activity. In Libby,
the Corps of Engineers is already beginning to take applications for summer employment, and
recent indications suggest that the U.S. Forest Service will attempt to enlarge their summer
youth program.

In other developments, a large firm operating out of Yaak was awarded a contract of nearly
$14 million to install four turbine electric power generating units at the Libby dam. Work
is expected to begin later in 1978 and may provide jobs for up to sixty persons. With
the addition, electric power output is expected to double by 1983. In another major project,
with work to begin in March, a firm has been awarded a $2.1 million contract to install
storm sewers for the city of Libby. Employment should reach twenty to thirty persons.

Generally speaking, the economy of the Kali spell LMA is in the process of gearing up for the

better weather and resultant activity increases in all areas.
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MISSOULA LMA

Economic Highligh t s and Cmploynent Outlook:

In January , 73 new businesses were created in the four-

county area, conpared to 51 for the same month last year.

This shows an increase of 43% over the same period a year ano.

One disconcerting event in flissoula was the dismissal of 50-80

supportive staff members at the University due to a budget cut.

These were in addition to the cuts made in late 1977 involving
teaching staff.

Plans have been announced for a $3.2 million project to renovate
and expand one of the high schools in Missoula. The plan includes
construction of a buildinq to house the library, science and

industrial arts departments.

The city of Stevensville received approval for a $450,000 EDA grant to improve their

water system, and in another LMA development, Corvallis voters approved a !^398,000

school bond issue for a new physical education complex. A tentative completion date
of iJovember 1978 has been set.

The effects of heavy snow are still influencing the entire area, with some curtailment
of employment in the lumber industry.

SHELBY-CUT BANK LMA

Economic Highlights and Employment Outlook :

The Shelby - Cut Bank labor area economy has remained

, relatively steady. There were 23 new business form-

ations in January; 3 less than for January of a

year ago.

The Cut Bank Job Service office states that hiring

activity in oilfields and retail trades was well

ahead of January a year ago and has provided some

impetus to that area's economy. They also announced

that plans for a new sixteen unit shopping center are being formulated, but that no

final decision has been reached.

A Major hotel-motel complex in Cut Bank has announced an expansion and renovation
project including an additional 30 motel units to begin early in the sprinn.

The economic outlook for the area looks very good largely because of lona awaited moist-
ure which should improve the agricultural prospects.

11
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RESIDENCE DATA
Table II

CREAT FALLS SHSA (Cascade County)

Civilian Labor Force

NOT SEASONALLY ADJUSTED
(in Thousands)

Date



IdDie 111

BILLINGS SMSA (Yellowstone County)

Civilian Labor Force

NOT SEASONALLY ADJUSTED
(in I'houoarula)

RESIDENCE DATA
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RESIDENCE DATA

(ESTABLISHMENT DATA :n italica)

Table V

GREAT FALLS SMSA (Cascade County)

Employment by Industry

January 1978

in Thoueanda

I NDUSTRY
Jan.

1978
Dec.

1977
Jan.

1977

Net Changes to

Current Month
from:

Dec.

1977

Jan.

1977

CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE - PERSONSl/ 34.3 34.5 32.2

EMPLOYED PERSONS
Persons Employed in Agriculture

UNEMPLOYED PERSONS
Percent of Labor Force, Unadjusted^/
Percent of Labor Force, Seasonally Adjusted^/

-.2 2.1

31



RESIDENCE DATA

(ESTABLISHMENT DATA in italics)

Table VI

BILLINGS SMSA (Yellowstone County)

Employment by Industry

January 1978

in Thoueanda

INDUSTRY
Jan.

1978

Dec.

1977

Jan.

1977

Net Changes to

Current Month
from:

Dec. Jan.

1977 1977

CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE - PERSONSi/ 50.7

EMPLOYED PERSONS
Persons Employed in Agriculture

UNEMPLOYED PERSONS
Percent of Labor Force , Unadjusted^/
Percent of Labor Force, Seasonally Adjusted^/

47.8
1.0

2.9
5.8
4.5

52.2

50.0

1.1

2.2
4.2
4.2

49.3

46.1
1.0

3.2
6.5
5.2

1.5

-2.2

-.1

.7

1.6
.3

1.4

1.7

-.3
-.7
-.7

' NON-FARM WAGE AND SALARY JOBS
(Establishment Data)
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TABLE IX

MONTANA MONTHLY LABOR FORCE, BY COUNTY
JANUARY 1978

CIV iLl AN
LABOR HOftCE tMPLUYMLNr UNENiPLGY ^^E M

;4 2-it>b 3 16fctil 25bO'/

PLRCtNl
KATL
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ECONOMIC I ND I C ATORS
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CDffOSlTE INDEX OF SIX ECONOMIC INDICATORS* iT*-

105 -1

1972

1972 I 1973 I 1974 I 1975 1 1976 | 1977 | 1978 |

Composite



REAL SPB^ABLf AVERAGE WEEKLY EARNINGS

OF PRIVATE NONAGR ICULTURAL PRODUCTION WORKERS

(1967) DOLURS)

Average Weekly Earnings

12*
_ 220

200

D
180

L
L

A
160 R

S

140

Real Spendable Earnings

1973 1974 1975

Grcss Average Weekly Earnings
Taxes Withheld

Spendable Earnings
Adjustment for Price Changes Since 1967

Real Spendable Earnings in 1967 Dollars







RESIDENCE DATA TABLE XIII ,

GREAT FALl^ SMSA (Cascade County)

Civilian Labor Force

SEASONALLY ADJUSTED
(in iTioueanda)

Date

Civilian

Labor
Force

EMPLOYMENT

Total Non-Ag Agri Total

UNEMPLOYMENT

Percentl/

County State

Labor
Manaqp-
ment
Disputef/

1976

January
February
March
April

May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

32.0
32.1
32.6
32.4
32.4
32.7
32.6
32.9
32.5
32.9
33.4
31.4

29.3



Date

TABLE XIV .

BILLII^ SFBA (Yellowstone County)

Civilian Labor Force

SEASONALLY ADJUSTED
(in Thousands)

RESIDENCE DATA

Civilian

Labor
Force

EMPLOYMENT

Total Non-Ag Agri Total

UNEMPLOYMENT

Peroeniii

County State

Labor
Manage-
ment
Dispute^/

1976

January
February
March
April

May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

47.3
47.9
48.1
49.8
48.7
49.5
49.3
49.5
51.0
50.0
50.3
50.5

44.2
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TABLE XVII

NEW BUSINESS FIRMS IN MONTANA

BY INDUSTRY

New business firms in Montana are a reflection of economic activity within the

business community. Data furnished on this page and the following page are an

aggregate of information supplied by the office of the Montana Secretary of

State and the Montana Employment Security Division. These data should in no

way be construed as being absolute. They are presented to indicate business

trends during the survey period.

The chart on the following page is a break-down by county and labor market area

of business starts in Montana during the current month and year to date, with a

comparison to the previous year.

The following chart is a break-down of new businesses by industry, with a

comparison to last year.

Industry

AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND FISHERIES

MINING

CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION

MANUFACTURING

TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATION, ELECTRIC,
GAS, AND SANITARY SERVICES

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE

FINANCE, INSURANCE, AND REAL ESTATE

SERVICES

GOVERNMENT

NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED

STATE TOTAL 409 323 409 323

Jan.

1978



TABLE XVIII

NEW BUSINESS FIRMS IN ITO"ANA

BY LABOR MARKET AREA

NEW BUSINESS FIRMS NEW BUSINESS FIRMS





UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE



UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE: CLAIM TO PAYMENT

Many of those persons who become separated from their jobs,

enter our local Job Service offices for two reasons; to seek

employment and to claim unemployment insurance (UI) benefits. Claimant

wage credits obtained from insured employers are examined to determine

if the claim meets monetary eligibility requirements for UI benefits and,

if so, for how much per week and for how many potential weeks is the

claimant qualified.* Monetarily eligible claims are subsequently seg-

regated according to criteria for establishing which party (claimant or

employer) was most responsible for the job separation in question.

Claims for job separations resulting from claimant actions (issues) are

further subjected to the test of whether or not an individual's reduc-

tion in his potential benefit duration is warranted. If otherwise

eligible and if availability criteria continue to be complied with

throughout his actual unemployment duration, weekly benefit payments will

commence with the claimant's second week of unemployment (a waiting week

must be served under the Montana Law). The number and amount of such

payments by county are shown in the table on the following page. Inter-

state payments in the table refer to payments made to individuals who now

reside in other states but who had established wage credits in Montana

based employment. Amounts shown in the table are financed through employer

taxes paid to the Montana UI Trust Fund Account.

* If sufficient wage credits have heen secured by a claimant from
sources other than insured employment, he may be eligible for benefits
which are financed wholly or partially from federal funds.
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TABLE XXI

SELECTED UrJE^PLDY^ENT INSURANCE ACTIVITIES IN Mim

Initial Claims-/
Continued Claimsl/
Nunber of Benefit Payments!/
Amount of Benefits Paid^/ ,„,

Average Weekly Benefit Amount-'^-/

YEAR-TO-
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EMPLOYMENT SEpaRfTY DIVISION
DEPARTMENT OFaA^OR AND INDUSTRY

P. 0/ Box 1728
Helena, Montana 59601

POSTAGE AND FEES PAID

EMPLOYMENT SECURITY MAIL
LAB 449

OFFICIAL BUSINESS

The Montana State Employment Security Division maintains
23 local Job Service Offices in the principal cities of
Montana. You are invited to call on any of these offices
for assistance in filling positions in your organization,
additional labor market information, and for other
services in connection with your employment problems.


